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Abstract

The MLS surface [Levin 2003], used for modeling and rendering
with point clouds, was originally defined algorithmically as the out-
put of a particular meshless construction. We give a new explicit
definition in terms of the critical points of an energy function on
lines determined by a vector field. This definition reveals connec-
tions to research in computer vision and computational topology.

Variants of the MLS surface can be created by varying the vector
field and the energy function. As an example, we define a simi-
lar surface determined by a cloud of surfels (points equipped with
normals), rather than points.

We also observe that some procedures described in the literature
to take points in space onto the MLS surface fail to do so, and we
describe a simple iterative procedure which does.

1 Introduction

Because of improved technologies for capturing points from the
surfaces of real objects and because improvements in graphics hard-
ware now allow us to handle large numbers of primitives, modeling
surfaces with clouds of points is becoming feasible. This is in-
teresting, since constructing meshes and maintaining them through
deformations requires a lot of computation. It is useful to be able
to define a two-dimensional surface implied by a point cloud. Such
point-set surfacesare used for interpolation, shading, meshing and
so on.

David Levin’s MLS surface [Levin 2003] has proved to be a very
useful example of a point-set surface. Levin defined the MLS sur-
face as the stationary points of a mapf , so thatx belongs to the
MLS surface exactly whenf (x) = x. This definition is useful but it
does not give much insight into the properties of the surface.

In Section 2 we give a more explicit definition of the MLS sur-
face, based on an energy functioneand an vector fieldn. Changing
e andn produce other similar surfaces; we call them all, including
the MLS surface,extremal surfaces.

As we discuss in Section 4, extremal surfaces are not new. The
name is adopted from Medioni and co-authors [2000], who used
them for surface extraction from very noisy point clouds, among
other applications in computer vision. Their definition has to be
extended slightly in order to include the MLS surface, but the idea
is essentially the same. Edelsbrunner and Harer [to appear] have
recently describedJacobi surfaces, which are also closely related
and which have stronger mathematical properties.

Adamson and Alexa [2003a] describe an implicit surface which
is a useful “relative” of the MLS surface. This raises the question of
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the relationship of extremal surfaces and implicit surfaces. As we
discuss in Section 5, there is an implicit surface containing every
extremal surface, including the MLS surface. This can be quite
useful, particularly for defining normals precisely.

Figure 1: An example of an extremal point-set surface which takes surfels, rather
than points as input. The sparse and non-uniformly distributed set of weighted surfels
on the left implies the surface on the right.

As an example of another extremal surface construction, we
describe in Section 7 a point-set surface forsurfels, input points
equipped with normals. Normals are available when converting a
model from a mesh or implicit surface to a point cloud, and they
are generally computed as part of the process of cleaning up point
clouds produced by laser range scanners or other 3D capture tech-
nologies. Figure 1 shows an example of our point-set surface for
surfels.

MLS surfaces have been used widely in the last few years. The
seminal graphics paper [Alexa et al. 2003] using the MLS surface
for point-set modeling and rendering was followed by work on pro-
gressive MLS surfaces [Fleishman et al. 2003], ray-tracing [Adam-
son and Alexa 2003b], and surface reconstruction [Xie et al. 2003;
Mederos et al. 2003]. The MLS surface is used in several features
of PointShop 3D, an excellent open-source point-cloud manipula-
tion tool [Zwicker et al. 2002; Pauly et al. 2003]. We have used
PointShop as our implementation platform.

These papers describe two slightly different procedures for tak-
ing a pointx in the neighborhood of the point cloud onto the MLS
surface, one which first appeared in an earlier, widely circulated
manuscript version of Levin’s paper, and a more efficient “linear”
version used in PointShop. Neither procedure actually produces a
point of the MLS surface. We give a simple procedure which does,
together with a short proof, in Section 6, and we discuss the the-
oretical problems with the earlier procedures in Appendix A. The
final version of Levin’s paper on the MLS surface [Levin 2003]
(currently available on his Web site) contains a new projection pro-
cedure, different from ours, which also produces points on the sur-



face.

2 Surface definition

We begin with the now-standard definition of the MLS surface,
given in the early manuscript of Levin’s paper and used in a va-
riety of contexts as mentioned above. The MLS surface for a point
cloudP⊆ IR3 is defined as the set of stationary points of a certain
function f : IR3 → IR3. An optional polynomial fitting step, which
we omit here, can be applied after the mapf .
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Figure 2:The MLS energy functioneMLS(~a, t) sums up the weighted distances from
the fixed input points inP to the plane with normal~a through the pointx = r +~at. The
weight on an input pointpi ∈ P, denoted here by its shade of grey, is a function of the
distance frompi to x.

Given an input point cloudP and a pointr in a neighborhood of
P, the energy of the plane with normal~a passing through the point
x = r + t~a, wheret is the distance fromp to the plane, is defined to
be:

eMLS(~a, t) = ∑
pi∈P

(〈~a, pi〉−〈~a, p+ t~a〉)2
θ(p+ t~a, pi)

where the weighting functionθ is any monotonic function, usually
a Gaussian:

θ(x, pi) = e
−d2(x−pi )

h2

Here h is a constant scale factor, andd() is the usual Euclidean
distance between points. See Figure 2. The energy measures the
quality of the fit of the plane toP, wherepi ∈ P is weighted by its
distance fromx = r + t~a.

The local minima of this energy function, overS2× IR (S2 is the
space of directions, the ordinary two-sphere), occur at a discrete set
of inputs(~a, t), each corresponding to a pointx = r + t~a. Of these,
f (r) is defined to be thex nearest tor. The stationary points of this
map f form the MLS surface.

We can get some additional insight into this energy function by
restating it using different notation. First, we write it as a function
of ~a and the pointx = r + t~a, rather than as a function of~a and
t. Second, we notice that the plane and the weights determined
by the parameters(x,~a) are the same as those determined by the
parameters(x,−~a), so we can writeeMLS as a function ofx and an
unorienteddirection vectora. This gives us:

eMLS(x,a) = ∑
pi∈P

(〈a, pi〉−〈a,x〉)2
θ(x, pi)

(although the inner product is not defined for unoriented direction
vectors, we use this notation since we can evaluate the function
using either~a or−~a and get the same result). In this new form, the
domain of the function is now IR3× IP2, where IP2 (the projective
two-sphere) is the space of unoriented directions. The new notation
makes it clear thateMLS(x,a) is independent ofr, which will help
us find a non-algorithmic characterization of the points of the MLS
surface in the following section.

The procedure for computingf (r), described above, minimizes
eMLS(~a, t) over the three-dimensional domainS2× IR. Therefore
using the new notation we do not minimize over all of the five-
dimensional domain IR3× IP2, but over a three-dimensional subset:
the setJr of values(x,a) such thatx = r + t~a for somet ∈ IR and
orientation~a of a. This means that inJr , every pointx∈ IR3 other
thanr is paired with the directiona of the line throughx andr; the
singular pointr is paired with all directionsa. Different values ofr
produce different values off (r) because each choice ofr implies a
different domainJr over whicheMLS is minimized.

3 Explicit definition and generalization

Now we want to give an explicit version of the MLS surface defini-
tion. We begin by defining an (unoriented) vector field:

n(x) = argmina eMLS(x,a) (1)

This is the normal to the planethrough x∈ IR3 which is a local
best-fit to the point cloudP. Since fixingx fixes the weights, the
energy function is a quadratic function ofa and the minimal direc-
tion is usually unique. It can be found efficiently as the smallest
eigenvalue of a three-by-three matrix [Alexa et al. 2003]. Where
there are two or three smallest eigenvalues,n is not well-defined.
The sets of points with multiple smallest eigenvalues form surfaces
which divide space into regions, within each of whichn is a smooth
function ofx.
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Figure 3:To see if a pointx belongs to the MLS surface, we considereMLS on the
line `x,n(x). Keepingn(x) fixed, we varyy along the line. Ify = x is a local minimum
of eMLS(y,n(x)), thenx belongs to the MLS surface. Using different functions forn(x)
ande(x,a) gives variants of the construction, which we callextremal surfaces.

Now we give an explicit characterization of the MLS surface;
in effect, we describe how to recognize whether a pointx ∈ IR3

belongs to the MLS surface. This characterization is illustrated in
Figure 3. Let̀ x,n(x) be the line throughx with directionn(x). We
adopt the notation arglocalminy to refer to the set of inputsy pro-
ducing local minima of a function of variabley.

Claim 1 The MLS surface consists of the points x for which n(x) is
well-defined, and for which

x∈ arglocalminy∈`x,n(x)
eMLS(y,n(x))

Proof : First we argue that everyx on the MLS surface has this
property. Such a point corresponds to a pair(x,a) which is a lo-
cal minimum in its own setJx. The setA = {(x,a)}, wherex is
fixed anda ranges over all possible directions, is a subset ofJx, so
(x,n(x)) is a local minimum inA. Sincen(x) is well defined,n(x) is
the unique global minimum inA and we havea = n(x). The set of
pairsL = {(y,n(x)) | y∈ `x,n(x)} is also a subset ofJx, so(x,n(x))
is also a local minimum inL.

Now we want to show that anyx which has the property in the
Claim belongs to the MLS surface. We need therefore to show that
(x,n(x)) is a local minimum ofeMLS in the setJx.



Consider any directionm 6= n(x). Sincen(x) is defined as the
direction producing the unique minimum over all pairs(x,a), we
haveeMLS(x,m) > eMLS(x,n(x)). The functioneMLS is continuous,
so there is some distanceε(m) such that for ally ∈ `x,m with
d(x,y) < ε(m), we haveeMLS(y,m) > eMLS(x,n(x)). Also there is
someε(n(x)) such that for ally ∈ `x,n(x) with d(x,y) < ε(n(x)),
eMLS(y,n(x)) > eMLS(x,n(x)). Let ε be the minimum ofε(a) over
all directions ina∈ IP2. Then(x,n(x)) is a local minimum in the
subset ofJx consisting of pairs(y,a) with d(x,y) < ε. 2

We can generalize the MLS construction by considering alterna-
tives for the two functionsn andeMLS. We can use any function
n(x) to assign directions to points in space, and any functione(x,a)
to specify the energy of elements of IR3× IP2. There is no reason
why the definition ofn has to be related to the definition ofe, as it
is for the MLS surface. We define anextremal surfaceas follows.

Definition 1 For any functions n: IR3 → IP2 and e: IR3× IP2 → IR,
let

S= {x | x∈ arglocalminy∈`x,n(x)
e(y,n(x))}

be the extremal surface of n and e.

4 Extremal surface literature

Not surprisingly, the idea of extremal surfaces is not new. Guy
and Medioni [1997] and Medioni, Lee and Tang [2000] defined ex-
tremal surfaces, using functionsn : IR3 → IP2 ands : IR3 → IR, to
define the set{x | x∈ arglocalminy∈`x,n(x)

s(y)}. Our definition is a

a little more general than theirs in that their functions(x) = e(x,a)
does not require the parametera. In a series of papers, they used
extremal surfaces for (among other things) surface reconstruction
from very noisy point clouds. Their functionsn ands are different
from the MLS energy function, and require completely different
computational techniques. They representn ands simultaneously
with a tensor, and use tensor operations to smooth them. Thistensor
voting is performed on a voxel grid. The extremal surface is then
extracted from the grid with the marching cubes algorithm. Most
of their work focuses on the difficult problem of designing of good
tensor functions.

Edelsbrunner and Harer [to appear] defineJacobi surfacesin IRd.
To keep this discussion simple, we give their definition for the spe-
cial case of two-surfaces in IR3. The input is three Morse functions
f1(x), f2(x), f3(x) (intuitively, a Morse function is one whose iso-
surfaces are generic; it is everywhere twice-differentiable, its Hes-
sian matrix is everywhere non-singular, and no two critical points
have the same function value). Jacobi surfaces are symmetric with
respect to the order of the input functions, so that for instance if we
exchangef1 and f3, we get the same Jacobi surface.

The intersections of the level sets off1 and f2 divide IR3 into a
family of curves. The Jacobi surfaceSis defined as the set of critical
points of f3 over each of these curves. Every pointx∈ IR3 belongs
to one such curve, and we letn(x) be the tangent direction. Every
critical pointq of f3 on the curve containingx is a critical point off3
on the tangent linèx,n(x) as well, so this is similar to an extremal
surface with f3(x) = s(x). The main difference is that all critical
points, rather than just minima, are taken. Another difference is that
points at whichn is undefined (because the intersection of the level
sets consists of a single point instead of a curve) are included in the
Jacobi surface (this is related to the symmetry of the definition).

With these points included as part of the surface, it seems
likely that these singularities in the vector fieldn might cause non-
manifold singularities in the surfaceS, for instance points at which
multiple sheets of surface come together. Edelsbrunner and Harer
show, however, that a Jacobi two-surface in IR3 is generically a

manifold. This does not extend to higher dimensions; for instance a
Jacobi 3-surface in IR4 can be generically non-manifold, indeed at
the singular points at whichn would be undefined. They prove that
Jacobik-surfaces in IRd, for d > 2k− 2, are manifolds, and they
give a robust algorithm for extracting Jacobi surfaces from func-
tions given on a tetrahedral mesh.

5 Implicit and extremal surfaces

Adamson and Alexa [2003a] defined an implicit surface which they
used for ray-tracing instead of the MLS surface. Their surface has
the form

g(x) =~n(x) · (a(x)−x) = 0

where~n(x) is anorientedvector field anda(x) is the center of mass
of the input point cloudP as weighted byx.

Figure 4: Streamlines (red) of a vector fieldn(x), and iso-contours (blue) of an
energy functions(x). The heavy blue line is the extremal surface determined byn and
s, running neatly along the “valley” in the energy landscape and passing through the
minima ofs. The streamlines ofn and the iso-contours ofs are tangent at the surface
points. Heren ands were computed using the point-set surface for surfels introduced
in Section 7; the input surfels are shown as black diamonds, with the long diagonal
pointed in the direction of the surfel normal.

Figure 5: The red streamlines indicate a constant vector field~n. The blue iso-
contours show an energy functionsagain determined by the set of input surfels (black
diamonds), here meeting at a sharp corner. There are two valleys in the energy land-
scape meeting to form a third valley. The implicit surfaceg(x) = ~n(x) ·∇s(x) = 0
includes both minima in the extremal surface definition (heavy blue curve) and also
maxima (green curve). The extremal surface (heavy blue curves) appears to have a
junction but is actually composed of two manifold components. Using the best-fitting
plane to determine the vector field~n, as defined for the MLS surface in Equation 1,
produces a similar structure near the sharp corner, but the somewhat larger picture is
complicated by singularities in the vector field.

They prove thatg(x) is a smooth function on any domain on
which~n is well-defined everywhere, and therefore that the surface



Figure 6:Surfels distributed on a part of the extremal surface of Figure 8 where the
optimal directionn(x) at a surface pointx is very different from the surface normal at
x. On the left, the surfels are oriented byn(x), and on the right by the surface normal.

g(x) = 0 is a manifold on the domain, assuming it avoids critical
points ofg. They argue that it does, generically (meaning that if
g(x) = 0 does contain a critical point ofg, a small perturbation of
the input fixes the problem).

Just considering a domain within which the vector field~n is well-
defined neatly avoids the singularities found in higher dimensions
with Jacobi surfaces. Medioni et al. pointed out [2000] that in
a similar context there is an implicit surface associated with any
extremal surface. We consider a domainU ⊆ IR3 within which not
only is n always defined, but it also allows a consistent orientation,
meaning that adopting this orientation produces a smooth oriented
vector field~n. Since a point of the extremal surface is a critical point
of son the linè x,n(x), the directional derivative ofs in directionn(x)
has to be zero atx, and we can define the implicit surface

g(x) =~n(x) ·∇s(x) = 0

That is, at a pointx of the extremal surface,n(x) is perpendicular
to the gradient ofs, and tangent to the iso-surfaces(y) = s(x), for
y∈ IR3. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Although it is tempting to
assume that the orientation ofn is unnecessary since the zero-set
of g2(x) would be the same with either orientation, the zero-set of
g2(x) consists entirely of critical points and so may not be a mani-
fold, particularly wheren does not admit a consistent orientation.

Using our more general formulation of extremal surfaces, which
includes the MLS surface, we can define the surface

g(x) =~n(x) ·∇y e(y,~n(x))|x) = 0

where∇ye(y,~n(x))|x is the gradient ofe as a function ofy, keeping
n(x) fixed, and then evaluated atx.

Any of these iso-surface are manifolds over the domainU , so
long as they avoid critical points ofg, which they do generically.
Notice that a pointx on one of the iso-surfaces might be a maximum
on `x,n(x) rather than a minimum. Taking only the minima, as in
the MLS surface definition, might further eliminate parts of each
surface, as in Figure 5, where the part which is eliminated indeed
should not be included in the point-set surface.

We summarize as follows.

Observation 2 The MLS surface, within a domain where n is well-
defined and admits a consistent orientation, is, generically, a subset
of a manifold.

This seems to contradict our experience, for instance when the input
points come from surfaces with sharp corners, in the vicinity of
which two sheets of the MLS surface seem to collapse into one.
Looking Figure 5, however, we see that that just before the apparent

juncture one of the sheets ends at a boundary where the critical
points oǹ x,n(x) switch from minima to maxima.

Describing an extremal surface as a subset of an iso-surface gives
an analytic expression for its normal. In the case of the MLS surface
this formula includes the derivatives of the weights and is rather
complicated. Note that in general the surface normal at a pointx is
different from the directionn(x); see Figure 6.

6 Finding surface points

At least two different procedures for taking arbitrary points in IR3

to the MLS surface have been proposed. The projection procedure
given by Levin [Levin 2003], based on the definition above, was
used in the seminal paper [Alexa et al. 2003]. A somewhat different
procedure, designed so as to avoid numerical optimization, is used
in PointShop [Zwicker et al. 2002]. In this section we give another
simple procedure for generating surface points.

We also give a simple proof of correctness. Neither of the earlier
procedures were rigorously proved correct, and interestingly upon
very close examination neither of them actually produces a point
on the MLS surface, although in practice the error is negligible.
We discuss the technical difficulties with these procedures in Ap-
pendix A.
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Figure 7:Diagram of the process for taking a point to an extremal surface. Pointx1

moves to a local minimum on the linèx1,n(x1), represented by the point at which the
dashed lines meet. This becomesx2. When the process converges,xn lies onS.

Our process for taking a point onto the extremal surfaceS im-
plied byn ande is illustrated in Figure 7. At each iteration, we find
n(xi) and consider the linèxi ,n(xi). We search for a nearby local
minimum of e(y,n(xi)) over the sety ∈ `xi ,n(xi). The nearest local
minimum becomesxi+1. Notice that as long as resettingn(xi+1)
at each new point does not increasee, the energy decreases at ev-
ery step so that this process is likely to converge. The energy does
indeed decrease for the MLS function and also for any function
e(x,a) = s(x) which does not depend on the direction parameter.

Claim 3 If the procedure above converges, it produces a point of
S.

Proof: At convergence, repeating the procedure forxn produces
the same pointxn. Sincexn is a local minimum ofe(y,n(xn)) within
y∈ `xn,n(xn), this means thatxn ∈ Saccording to Definition 1.2

7 Point-set surface for surfels

Now we define a point-set surface which takes as input a set of
surfels rather than a point cloud. Normals are often available, and
using surfels rather than points makes the surface more robust in
the face of both undersampling and of irregularities in the distri-
bution of samples; see Figure 8. Our input surfels are represented
as point-direction pairs(pi ,ai). Following the intuition thatn(x)



Figure 8: From left to right, a sparse set of surfels defining a chess-piece. Next, we take a 3D grid of points onto the surface using our point-set surface (withc = 0). In the
center, we find that the points do indeed go to a two-dimensional surface. The MLS surface, as implemented in PointShop, has trouble on this example. Without using the normal
information, the very sparse, non-uniform distribution of points makes the MLS energy function give very good scores to the planes through the vertical rows of points; we show the
grid points as projected by MLS. Finally, at the far right, the complete surface produced by our point-set surface.

should follow the surface normal at the nearest surface point tox,
we computen as a weighted combination of the nearby surfel nor-
mals. If we have oriented normals, we can take a vector average.

n(x) = ∑
i

ai θN(x, pi)

where

θN(x, pi) =
e−d2(x,pi)/h2

∑ j e−d2(x,p j )/h2

is anormalizedGaussian weighting function.
If the surfels have unoriented normals, we instead use the prin-

cipal component of the normal vectors, again weighted byθ ; this
is the direction of the line throughx which is the weighted least-
squares best fit to the vectors, and it can be computed as the eigen-
vector of largest eigenvalue of the 3×3 covariance matrixB where

b jk = ∑
i

θN(x, pi) ai, j ai,k ∀ j,k = {1,2,3}

and the(x,y,z) coordinates of vectorai are(ai,1,ai,2,ai,3). This is
not quite as efficient as the vector average, but in either case com-
putingn(x) is faster than minimizinge.

Our intuition is thate is an estimate of unsigned squared distance
function, based on surfel position and normal. We define the dis-
tance ofx from a surfel as a Mahalanobis distance (like Euclidean
distance but with elliptical rather than spherical unit ball), where
distance in directionai is emphasized over directions perpendicular
to ai .

dM(pi ,ai ,x) = 〈(x− pi),ai〉2 +c || (x− pi) − 〈(x− pi),ai〉ai ||2

With the scaling factorc = 1 we have the Euclidean distance from
x to pi , and withc = 0 we have the squared distance fromx to the
plane throughpi normal toai . Figure 9 shows the effect of different
choices of the parameterc. Finally we define

e(x,a) = e(x) = ∑
i

dM(pi ,ai ,x)θN(x, pi)

We implemented the procedure for taking points in space to this
extremal surface as part of a plug-in for PointShop. To find the

Figure 9:The point-set surface produced by six surfels. The constantc in the energy
function is one at the upper center, then halved for each successive image, and finally
zero at the lower right.

minimum ofeon the linè x,n(x), we defineq = x+τn(x), and min-
imizee(q) as a function ofτ. We used an implementation of Brent’s
method for this one-dimensional non-linear optimization fromNu-
merical Recipes in C[1992], similar to Alexa et.al. [2003]. For
efficiency, we used PointShop’s kd-tree to find nearby surfels, and
used contributions only from the nearest 30.

UsingθN instead ofθ is important since with the simple Gaus-
sian the energy would be effectively zero far from the surface.
When the Gaussian weight on every point is numerically zero we
cannot computeθN. In that case we letθN be one for the nearest
surfel and zero for all others, which is nearly correct.

Our implementation allows input surfels to have variable
weights, so that we can vary their distribution on the surface, as
in Figure 1. This is implemented by storing a separate weighthi
with each surfel.

θN(x, pi) =
e−d2(x,pi)/h2

i

∑ j e−d2(x,p j )/h2
j



Figure 10:Using our surfel point-set surface definition to fill in a set of samples for
rendering. The input data is the vertex set of a polygonal model. We produced more
surfels by generating a cloud of new points and taking the new (blue) points onto the
surface implied by the input (white) surfel cloud. Below, PointShop’s renderings of the
original and the filled-in set of surfels.

A dense, uniform point sample from a natural surface inherently
contains good normal information, so using surfels is not really
helpful with such data. To check the efficiency of our implementa-
tion, however, we used it to fill in the surface of a densely sampled
model, a typical application for point-set surfaces. The results are
shown in Figure 10. We found that even though we use a non-linear
optimization, we are less than twice as slow as the MLS projection
heuristic implemented in the ScanTools plugin in PointShop. We
took a cloud of 77,428 surfels onto the extremal surface implied
by an input cloud, also consisting of of 77,428 surfels, in 16 sec-
onds, while PointShop’s procedure (also without using the second
polynomial approximation step) required 9 seconds.

8 Discussion

Many questions about the MLS surface and other extremal surfaces
remain.

In practice, the main question is which extremal surfaces, if any,
are good choices for solving specific modeling problems. For in-
stance, surface reconstruction from noisy laser range data seems to
require a surface definition which incorporates information such as
normals, scan direction, and a good error model, with less empha-
sis on performance. Is there a good extremal surface solution, and
what computational methods are appropriate in this case?

There does not yet seem to be an ideal way to find the vector field
n induced by an input point cloud. The vector fieldn produced by
the MLS energy function has singularities quite close to the point
cloud, which makes it difficult to work with. One possibility might
be to assign approximate normals at the input points using MLS,
and then use the resulting surfels as input to our point-set surface

definition, but there may be simpler or more robust approaches.
There are many issues to be resolved with respect to procedures

for taking points in space to an extremal surface. Despite the the-
oretical problems with both Levin’s original procedure and with
the heuristic used in PointShop, both methods have advantages that
ours does not: the projection idea is very elegant, while the heuris-
tic is efficient. The new projection procedure in the final version
of Levin’s paper [Levin 2003] could be applied with any extremal
surface, and may be useful in practice.

While the iso-surface definition of an extremal surface gives an
expression for the normal, it is often complicated, since it includes
the derivatives of the weight functions. Are there extremal surfaces
for which the normals have a particularly simple form? Or is there
some way to use a simpler implicit function, such as that proposed
by Adamson and Alexa, without including parts such as the green
curve in Figure 5?

Finally, it would be good to prove connections between some
extremal surface and the real surfaces from which point samples
are taken. Under what sampling conditions can we guarantee that
the extremal surface defined by a sample point cloud is everywhere
close to the original surface? Under what conditions can we guar-
antee that there is an isotropy between them?
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A Appendix - Projection procedures

Interestingly, two procedures described in the literature for produc-
ing points on the MLS surface both output points very near, but not
actually on, the surface, for almost all inputs. While these proce-
dures obviously work well in practice, it seems important to recog-
nize these subtleties in the effort to develop a good theory of MLS
and other extremal surfaces. In this appendix we discuss the techni-
cal problems with these procedures. As a concrete way of showing
what goes wrong, we include a Mathematica file as supplementary
material with this paper, giving an example of applying both pro-
cedures to a generic pointr in space and observing that indeed the
resulting pointx does not meet the definition of a point on the MLS
surface.

Since the stationary points of Levin’s projection functionf , de-
scribed in Section 2 are defined to be the points of the MLS sur-
face, we know that if we iterate the procedure and find that it con-
verges to a pointx, thenx ∈ S. An early argument of Levin’s (in
the manuscript version of his paper) suggested that one iteration
suffices, that is thatf (r) ∈ S for anyr. While this seems very plau-
sible, in fact there is a subtle problem, specifically in the following
proposition, which turns out to be false: that for anyy on the line
segment connectingr andx = f (r), we also havef (y) = x. The
actual situation is shown in Figure 11.

Recall that in the projection procedure we findx by finding a
pair (x,a) which is a local minimum ofe over the setJr . The state-
ment thatf (r) = x seems plausible because if we want to compute
f (y) we consider the setJy, and(x,a) certainly belongs toJy and of
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y

Figure 11:Function f is described in Section 2. We note here that it is generally
the case thatf (y) 6= f (r) for a pointy on the line segment connectingr with f (r).

course the energy valuee(x,a) is the same in bothJy andJr . The
problem is thate(x,a) is not necessarily aminimumin Jy; the neigh-
borhood of(x,a) in Jy is different from the neighborhood of(x,a)
in Jr , and elements(x′,a′) in the neighborhood of(x,a) in Jy, not
belonging toJr , may (and generally do) have a lower values of the
energy functione. We cannot claim, “e(x,a) is a minimum inJr ,
(x,a) belongs toJy, thereforee(x,a) is a minimum inJy.”

In PointShop, Pauly [Pauly 2003] describes different iterative
procedure, illustrated in Figure 12. In this procedure, we begin with

r

x1

x2

c1

Hx1

Figure 12: Pauly’s procedure: the points ofP are weighted by a
guessxi , and the total-least-squares best-fitting planeHxi , passing
through the weighted centroidc, is computed. The new guessxi+1
is the projection ofr ontoHxi .

an estimated projection pointx1 for r. We usex1 to assign weights
θ(x, pi) to the pointspi of the input point cloudP. We then find
the total-least-squares best-fit planeHx1 to the weighted setP; no-
tice that althoughHx1 passes through the centroidc of the weighted
point cloudP, in general it does not pass throughx1. We projectr
ontoHx1, giving a new estimate of the projectionx2, and we iterate.
If this procedure converges (which it does very reliably), we output
the resulting pointx. This procedure has the distinct advantage of
requiring no non-linear optimization.

For mostr, however, the output pointx is not a point of the MLS
surfaceS. Again, it is tempting to think so: at convergencex∈ Hx,
and the normal toHx is indeedn(x) as defined by the MLS energy
function. And sinceHx is the total-least-squares best-fit plane,x is
a local minimum, along the linèx,n(x), of the energy function

e′(y,a) = ∑
i
(〈a, pi〉−〈a,y〉)2

θ(x, pi)

Notice that the weights on the points are fixed ine′, while for
eMLS they vary withy; so e′ is not precisely the same function
as eMLS. It is certainly true that at the point of convergencex,
e′(x,a) = eMLS(x,a). But we cannot claim that, “Since(x,a) is
a local minimum ofe′(y,n(x)) on `x,n(x), ande′(x,a) = eMLS(x,a),
therefore(x,a) is a local minimum ofeMLS(y,n(x)) on `x,a.” The
two different functions generally have very slightly different min-
ima.


